Read this story out loud.
I asked my brother to help me read the story.

Write or draw in the yellow boxes as you read.
You can ask someone to help you.
I have not had my COVID-19 shot yet. Here is how I stay safe from COVID-19 when I leave home.
Today I go to the store.

Where do you like to go?
Write or draw it here.

I like to go to __________________________ .

What does your mask look like? Write or draw it here.

My favorite mask is ______________________.
I keep a safe distance between myself and other people.
I see my friend.
I keep a safe distance so I do not get sick from COVID-19.

Who do you see when you go out?
Write their name or draw a picture here.

I like to see my friend ____________________.
When I see my friend, I keep a safe distance.
I get to the store.
At the store, I keep a safe distance.

What do you like to buy at the store?
Write or draw it here.

At the store, I like to buy ____________________.
I keep a safe distance so I do not get sick from COVID-19.
How do you stay safe from COVID-19?
Write on the lines.

I like to go to __________________________.

I wear my mask.
My favorite mask is __________________________.
How do you stay safe from COVID-19?
Write on the lines.

I say hi if I see my friend ________________.

I keep a safe distance so I do not get sick from COVID-19.